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QZET 

Bu tez ~alif}masJ .. nda b~r dogru .ak1m motor sisteminin 

mikroif}lemciye· dayanan h1z denetimi tasar1mlanm1f} ve ger~

eklef}tirilmif}tir.Motor ii9 evreli tam-denetimli bir koprii 

taraf1ndan beslenmektedir.KoprU atef}leme a91s1 dogrud&n 

bir mikroif}lemci v&s1ta~1yle eaglaumaktad1r.Kullan11an 

yaklaf}1mtamamiyle saY1sald1r ve sistem z"-aQ mikroif}lemci 

tizerine kurulmuf}tur. 
r· 

Mikrobilgisayar_i:te ger~eklef}t1rilen saY1sal oransal

tUmlevsel algoritma,mevcut yan11g1~an koprtiyti stirmek i9in 

gerekli olan saY1sal denetim gerilimini saglar.KoprUnun 

1ra11g1n1 dogrusallaf}t1rmak i~in bir arcCosine tablosu 

kullan11maktad1r. 

Sistemin kararlJ.g1 ve dinamik daVraU1f}J. Z':domeninde 

incelenmif}tir,ve elde edilen deneysel sonu<;lar verilmif}tir. 



ABSTRACT 

In this thesis a microprocessor based speed control 

system for a dc motor drive is designed and implemented. 

The motor is fed by a three-phase fully-controlled bridge 

the delay angle of which is set directly by the microcom-' 

puter.The approach used is entirely digital and the system 

is centered around a Z-BO microprocessor. 

A'digital PI (Proportional-Integral) algorithm imple-

mented in the microcomputer acts on,the"error to result in 
" " 

the digital control voltage to drive the bridge~An inv.erse 
" " 

cosine look-up table is used to linearize the bridg~,char-

"acteristics. 

The stability and dynamic behaviour of the systelJI is 

analysed in Z-domain and the experimental investigations 

are given. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Direct current (dc) drives ~re . extensively used 

in industry all over the wrlJrld.The outstancii ng adva-

ntages of dc drives such as ease of control, pr.ecise 
I 

and continous control of speed over iI wide range will 

ensure their popularity for years to come. 

The techniques of SCR control of dc drives 

have been developed rapidly since.the first introduc

tion of the SCR in 1957.Based on the available supply 

three basic methods i.e. Phase control. Integral cycle 

control ~nd Chopper control are used. Phase control is 

the most widely used one,beciltise in thi·s ~ethod the 

output voltage can be varied smoothly over a wide ra

nge.However,the resulting power facto~ is low.The In

tegral control is not suitable for motor control app

lication~ due to the pulsations in the developed tor

que.If the available supply is a dc sourceJthen dc 

choppers &Ire used.They are designed to operate at as 

high frequency as possible to reduce the ripple in the 

output.This necessiates the use of high frequency SCRfs. 

Since the power switching elements have to be force 

commutated,the control circuitry is more complex as 

compared to phase control circuitry.~he se factors 

make dc choppers significantly more expensive.Neverth; 



• 

less they ar~ widely used. 

The result of the tremendous progress in semicon

ductor and LSI technology has made digital electronic 

devices much more smaller,cheaper,faster and accurate 

,and hence digital control systems more popularin the 

recent years.In many industrial control applications 

microprocessor based systems are now replacing the 

conventional analog amd hard-wired digi tal control 

systems as.they of~er flexibility,reliability and bet

ter accuracy and resolution. 

The research reported in this thesis follows thi~ 

recent trend.The functions of ,the conventional circuits 

for the fi'ri n~ of a three pha se fully-controlled bridge 

and the desired controlle~ ~lgorithm manipulation for 

the .closed loop s~eed contr6l of a dc motor are all 

realized by a ~icroprocessor based system. 

. In chapter One a survey of speed control' techn·iq:ues 

of dc motors.is given and a separately excited dc motor 

is modelized for analysi~ purposes. 

In chapter two solid state dc drives with concen

-tration ,on three phase semi and full converters are 

'descri bed. ' 

In chapter three the, design of a microprocessor 

based three_phase full_converter used for speed control 

of a dc motor is described and the design of various 

units as well as the pertinent spftware is g~Ten. 

In chapter four the stability of the closed' lodp 

system is analysed in'Z-domain and the experimental 

investigations are given. 

-4-



CHAPTER ONE 

DIRECT CURRENT MOTOR CONTROL 

Direct current motors have been used in variQble 

speed drives for a long time. The versatile control 

characteristics of dc motors have contributed to their 

extensive use in industry.DC ~otors can provide high 

starting torque and their speed vQriation range is 

large both above and below the rated speed.The methods 

of speed control of dc motors are simpler and cheQper 

tha~ those of ac m 'otors.Al though commutQtors prohi bi t 

their use in some ~ndustrial application~tdc motors 
- . 

playa significant role in many industrial drives· and 

are the dominant means of providing a controllable· 

source of mechanical rotating power in industry. 

1.1. Control Methods of·a Sepavately Excited dc Motor 

The equivalant circuj;$ of a separately excited dc 

motor is shown in figure 1.1. in which RQ is the total 

armture circuit resistance and La ·is the total QrmQture . 

circuit inductance. 
+ a. 

Figure 1.1. Eq~1v81Qnt circuit of a sep. exc. dc motor 

-c;_ 



The back em.f.,Eg is generated by the rotation of 

armature in the stator flux field.It is proportional to 

the speed of armature and the field flux and can be 

represented by: 

(1.1) 

The basic,.steady state armature circuit voltage 

equation is: 

Va=Eg+IaeRa (1.2) 

The torque developed by the motor is directly 

proportional to the armature current Ia and the field 

flux, that is 

(1.3) 

The simultaneous solution' of'the three equations 

yields for the basic speed relat~on in dd motors, that is 
,.,. 

N = (1.4) 
Ka ·¢f 

where Va =supply voltage 

Ie =armature current 

Ka =armature voltage constant 

¢f =field flux' 

Kt =motor torque constan.t 

N ~armature speed 

T =produced torque 

Ra =armature resistance 

The first term in the above equation represents the 

theoretical no-load speed. The second term which is usu

ally very small represents the speed drop produced by 
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the armature current and hence the developed torque • 

. , 
The equation 1.4. showBthat- the speed of a dc mot-

or can be controlled by three methods. These are 

l)By the armature voltage Va which is nearly proportional 

to·speed. 

2)By the magnetic flux ¢i which is inversely proportional 

to speed 

3)By the armature circuit resistance Ra which is proport

ional to the speed drop. 

Armature voltage contrbl is the most desirable and 

practical type of control. This type of control is the 

basis for static dc drive circuits.In this method the 

field flux is held constant at its rated value and hence 

the variatiori of the applied voltage results in a linear 

. variation of speed fro~ zero to the basespe~d.The motor 

is said to be operating ~8 a constant torqu~ drive~' . 

Field cont~ol is accomplished ~y ~educing the shunt 

fi~ld. qurrent while keeping the armature voltage at its 

maximum value .It is used to extend the speed above the 

rated value.The speed can not be changed quickly owing 

to the high inductance of the field winding.In this 

method the developed torque reduces as the speed incre-

ases. 

Armature circuit resistance control is not practi-

cal except for the very small motors because of the power 

dissipations. 

In fig. 1.2. the speed (N),torque(T) and horsepower 

variations are shown for two basic control techniques. 

-7-
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Bfttae~ 

Armature, V.Control Field Control 

Fig. 1.2j Torque-Speed Variations of a Sep. Exe. dc Motor 

with Variable Armature Voltage and Field Control 

Consider the separately excited de motor with armature' 

control as shown in figure 1.3.(a) 

The voltage lo~p equation is 
dI ' 

Ea =Eg +Ia Ra- + crr-0La 

The ,torque balance equation is 

Te =TL + B.N +J H 
'where Te'=Ka • ~fo Ia 

(1.5) 
r-_ 

In the laplace domain the above equations can be written as: 

Ea (s) = Eg(S) + Ra I (s) +L sI (s) (1.8) a a a . 

Eg(S) = Ka¢fN(s) (1.9) 

Te(s) =TL(S) + B.N(s) +Je.N( s) (1.10) 
. 

Te(S) = Ka·~f·Ia(s) (1.11) 

These relations are shown in block ~iagram form in Fig. 

Note the feedback loop present in the form of the 

back e.m.f~ This provides the moderate speed regulation 

inherent in the separately excited dc motor. 
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if (constant) 

W 
i 

B=FrictionCoefficien1 
J=Moment of Inertia 

(a) 

F:a(5) ~ ~ ,. liRa la (,) 
K,'I' 

T(5) 
~ 

N(s) 
+ - - 1 + ST. + 1 + S Tm 

-

F:
K
«) 

Ka(11 

(b) 

, 
kn, ', fa (.,) (1"'.' Tm) 1,(5) 

km' N(s) 
(1+.'7.,,) 1 + 5 T .. 

(d 

Fig.l.,. Developme~t of motor transfer function 

(a) Separat_ely exci ted dc motor model 

(b) Complete transf~r ~unction 

(c) Simplified tr~nsfer function 

If we neglect the load torque term then it is found 

where 

NCs) 

:g(s) 

Tm = Mechan:l.cal Ti.me Constant 

(1.12) 

J. = -,r-

If Te {( Tm (which is almost'always the case).then Te 

can be neglected and the expression (1.12) simplifies t~~ 
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N(s) 

E(s) 
a 

= 
KarJf 

-(-Ka-(,I-f-)""2~'-+-R';;;a-B=--+-SR-a-B-T-m-' - = 1 + sTml 
~ (1.13) 

where 

-Refering to' Fig. 1.3.b. 

N(s) 

Ia(s) 
Therefore 

Ia (s)' 

Ea (e) 

= 

N(e) 
= x 

E~e) . 

.' 

"x T . m 

laCs) 
= 

N(e) 

K~( 1 + eTm) 

Ka<1fCl + eTml ) 

(1.14 ) 

Thu's the motor can be represented ,for voltage control 

·analysi~. purposes,astwo blo'eke as in fig. 1 •. 3.c. or 

simply as a first order system as in fig. 1.4. where 

:a 
Kml = 

(KarJf )
2 

+ Ra B 

Km2 
Ka{6 

'K Km1 • ~2 = = 
B m 

Ea l.e) I 
~. 

1 

.' N(s) 
• 

0-

1 + s~, 

Fig. 1.4. Simplified' Transfer Function of a Sep. Exc. 
dc Motor 
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There is one important point which should be considered, 

that is the 'transient values of armature current Ia· in respo

nceto an step input or a large change in Ea.By some simple 

manipulations this can be obtained· as 

Ia(t) Tm - t/Tm1 = 1 + x e (1.15) 
Ia (GO) Tml 

where Tm/Tml » 1 

Therefore it can be concluded that an step ~pplied input 

voltage result~ in a large sudden change in armature current 

which decays slowly.This transient overcurrent is undesirable 

frpm tl?-e standpoint of converter rating and protection •. This 

is·particulary the case for starting or large changes. 

It would,therefore,seem berieficial to limit the current 

to some maximum aliowable value.~his limitati"on is also·done 

in our 6ontrol system. Generally an innet~urrent loop is used 

for this protection~This inner closed~loop modifies thedyn-
J 

arnic response of the system. 

Open loop operation·of.dc motors may not be satisfactory 

in many applications.i closed loop operation generally has 

the advantages of greater accuracy,improved ~ynamic response 

and reduced effects of disturbances such as loading. When the 

drive requirements include rapid acceleration or decleration, 

closed loop operation is necessary. Circuit protection can be 

provided in a closed loop operation. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

SOLID STATE DC DRIVES 

Availability of high-power thyristors in the earlyl1}960s, 

brought about a revolution .in industrial control equipment 

and drive system performance.During the decade of the 1960s, 

the attention of engineers designing nigh-capacity vari~ble 

voltage dc supply systems was diverted from generating power 

using an M-G set to converting power using·thyristors.Virtu

ally all new v8Tiable-speeddc drives are thris~or(SCR) con

verter8~The M-G set that was used in variable-speed dc drives 

for over 50 years has been largely replaced by SCR converters. 

The Ward-Leonardsyst.em uses ~ motor-generator (M-G) set 

to power the dc drive motor.The motor of the M-G set run~ ~t 

constant speed.By varying the gener~tor field excitation,the 

g~nerator voltage is changed,which,in turn,can p~ovide cont

inous control of speed of the drive motor over a wide range. 

The M-G set syste~ can provide speed variation both above 

and below the rated speed.In figure 2.1. a basic schematic 

diagram of the Ward-Leonard system is shown. 

There are three types of solid state dc drives for obt

ain:j.ng a variable dc output-voltage from a fixed ~c or dc 

supply. These are:phase control, integral cycle control and 

chopper control.In all these methods thyristors connect' 

-12-



the supply to or disconnect it from the load terminals. 
Dc bus 

M-G set 
Dc to de conversion 

.Fig. 2.1. Basic Schematic Diagram of the Ward-Leonard 

System. 

The thyristor drive has·the following advantages over 

the M-G system : 

1) ~asic operation is simple and reliable. 

2) Minimal maintenance is required. 

3) Operating eficiency is high 'above %95,because of 

the' relati!~ly low lo~es in SCRs. 

4) Small si.ze, lesS weight, and packaging :flexibility 

result in reduced space requirement, lower initial 

. cost,and lower installation and operating costs. 

However it has the following disadvantages: 

'1) The higher ripple content of the convertor output 

adds to motor heating and. commutation problem.The 

addition of an inductance in the &rmature circuit 

may be required to smooth out the ripple current. 

2) The overload capability is lower than that of a 

comparable M-G set. 

3) Distortion of the ac supply voltage and telephone 

-13-



4) Under certain operating conditions,the power-fac

tor in the ac supply is low. 

5) An M-G set can regenerate automatically.In the th

yristor converter,complex control circuitry is 

required to achieve regeneration.Either a dual 

converter or a single_ converter together with a 

reversing switch of some kind is required to ach

ieve regeneration. Both methods are complex and 

expensive. 

~.I. Phase Controlled Converters 

converters change the 2C input vo~tage to a . controlled 

dc output.voltage.In these circuits thyristor commutation 

is easily achieved_ by natl,lral or line'commutation~When an 

incoming SC.R. i~ .turned ~nt it immt!diately rever~e biases 

the outgoing SCR and turns it .off.Therefore no additional 

circuitry is required for the commutation process. 

Converters suffer from the low power factor operation 

at large firif:ng angles. 

Converters are broadly classified as single phase and 

three phase converters. The converter type used for a part

icular application depends on such factors as supply avai

lability(One or ~hree phase),rating of the drive,amount 

of_ripple to be tolerated,reversible or nonreversible dri

ve,need for regeneration,etc. 

Converters are also classified as semi and full conv-

-14-
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erters.Semi-converters are one quadrant converters,that' 

is,they have one polarity of voltage and current at the 

dc terminal.In these convert.ers a freewheeling diode is 

usually connected across the load terminals in order not 

to lose the control.This diode dissipates the stored 

. energy of the inductive load in the negative half cycles 

of the supply voltage and hence prevents the load voltage 

to become negative~Full-converters are two quadrant conv

ertersin.which the load voltage polarity can reverse,but 

the current remains unidirectional because of th~ unidir-

ectional operation of SeRs.Regeneration ,of power, which is 

the flow of power from the dc motor to the ~c supply,is 

possible with full-converters. Where regeneriltion 1-s not 

required,semi-c9nverters ape used for the sake of ~conomy • 
. " " 

"Dual-converters,which are two bridges back to back, can 

operate in all four quadrants. 

2.2. Three. Fhase Converters 

Lilrge-horse.power dc drives take power from th:eee ph-

ase sources.In,such drives the drive motor is controlled 

by three-phase phase-contrOlled converters. The ripple 

frequency of the motor terminal voltage is· higher th~n 

that of the single-phase converters.uonsequently the fil

tering requirements for smoothing out the moto~ current 

are less.~he motor current is mostly continous,and there-

for the motor performance is better compared to single-

phase drives. 

Three-phase ~emi-converters and full~converters are 

most commonly used in practice.vual-convertersare used 



in reversible orives having very high power ratings. 

2.2.1. Three-Phase Semi-Convertor Operation 

These' converters use three diodes and only 3 SCRa. 

The bridge output is controlled by adjusting the firing 

angles of SCRs,the diodes only provide a return path for 

the current to the most negative line terminal.In these 

converters the ripple of the converter output voltage is 

three times the supply frequency. 

Figure 2.2. shows a three-phase semi-converter drive 

circuit and waveforms of voltages,and currents for dift'

erent firing angles.The. ~iodes. Dl,D2,and D3 conduct during 

'~he intervals t4 to t 6,t6 to' t~,and t2 to t 4 ,respectively. 

If the t~yristors Sl,S2,ana S~ were d~od~s;~hey would con

duct duri?-g the. in.terva~.stl;t3,and t3 to t5.~nd t5 ~o t 7 , 

respectiv~ly.There~ore the references for the firing ang

les of Sl,S2,and S3 are the instants tl,t3.~nd t 5 ,respec

tively,these are the crossing points·of phase voltages 
\ 

.V~,Vb,and VC·Each thyristor condu~ts for 120 degrees. . . 

For firing angles greater than 60 . the fr-ee-w1?-eeling 
o 

diode be90mes active.For exa~ple for «=90 ,during the 

interval (~/6 +~) (wt .<wt4 ,Sl and D3 conduct.Therefore 

motor terminal X is connected to phase voltage Va,~nd 

termin:.:al Y is conn.ected to V c.Thus the motor terminal 

voltage during this period is v~c .At wt4,E~ is zero,and 

from this time onward· E tends to be negative. The free-
~ 

whee.ling diode Dfw thus becomes . forward biased ~t 

wt
4

,and motor current flows through it until·~the next 

thyristor S2 is turned on atV/6 +~+ 2"/3 .In the absence 



of the free-wheeling diode,free-wheeling ac~ion would have 

taken place through Sl and Dl.However in order to avoid " 

" " the so called Half waving effect t. an extra:\ free-wh-
.... t) 

eeling diode should be connected across the load termin~ls. 

... ----+----4 
"'---1--4--..... 

5. S, 

X 

0,,; 

y 

s, 

D, 

1..1 

... " 

'. 

f4) 

s, 

D, 

'{,\ IDt; ~ [\\ LS 

... 

"n 

w, 

!t' wt 

i·~InO-_·--· -.------, ----~. w, 

j'.. /-,csr /A.-
0,;' L c:J-/ CJ 

Q' = 00-, i. continuous 

··1fn-1------l-, f\ --l-l-f\ ~f\ ~f\ ___ . w, 

i'!;;-~ __ · _____________ ').Jt 

Cbl 

\ 
·1 

t 
i 

I 
r 

) 

I 

" 

Fig.2.2~ ~llree-phase semi-convertor dc drive.(a)Power Circit 
(b) Waveforms, for different firi.ng angles. 
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2.2.2. Three-phase Full-converter Operation 

In these converters six SCRs are used. The SCRs are 
I 

fired in sequence every 60 degrees and hence the ripple 

of the converter output is six times the supply frequency, 

thus the load current tends to be more continous than in 

case of semi-c~verters.This type ot converters a~e 

primarily used where regeneration is required. 

The firing sequence of the SCRs are as shown in fig. 

2.3. ~~~El t I I I 

SCR 21 
G,lTE I I 

~~3t I I . 

SCR 4 t, Fig. 2.3. SCR gate 
G,t.TE I I 
SCR 51 
G,t.TE I I 

signals. 

SCR 5f 
G,t.TE I I I 

Figure 2.4. shows a full-converter drive circuit and 

the voltage ·and current waveforms for different firing angles 

During the interval (1C/6 +ot) ('wt < .(c~/6 +0'0 +If/3 ), 

, 't,yristors Sl and S6 conduct, and the motor terminals-are' 

connected to phase A and phase B,making Ea =VAB .At 

wt =Jr/6 +oL+JT/3,thyristor S2 is fired,and immediately SCR6 

is reverse-bissed and turns off.The current from S6 is 

transfered to S2,making the motor terminal voltage Ea=VAC• 

o 
This process repeates after every 60 whenever a thyri~tor 

is fired~ 

In order to protect the SCRs against the 
d V 

d t 
effect 

a suitable snubber circuit should be connected across each 

thyristor. 
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'A 
""'0----+-4 
"<:0--_-+---+--.,1 

La 

>.Ral1 
5, 5, 55 5, - ' '" 

r-"+l 53 5. 5, Y 

~
1~4 ,v. '1:', (a) , t, 13 ts 

, ' ' 

. 0 wt 

5. 5, 5. 5. 

'. 
o I ~~ 

;.~,£:3> cr::':l o . :>I "-c::J'" - ~, ' - ',' 

r:=::J w/ 

(iI) a' 120" 

Figure 2.4. Three-phase full-converter drive system. 

(~) Power circuit 

(b) Waveforms ~t\different firing· angles. 

The avarage value of the bridge output can be easily 

ca lculated for both semi ~nd full converters. 

Let the supply voltages be as follows; 

VA =(2 V Sin wt 

VB =V2 V Sin lwt - 2~/3 ) 
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Vc =12 V Sin (wt + 2 /3 ) 

For semi-converter 

lW6 +O(+21t/3 

Ea (ex) = ~ ( 

It/6 +0(.. 

,vrv 
= (1 + Cosot) 

21t 

For full-converter 

_ 3 !6 +«+lG/3 
Ea (ex) = 

JT 1ll6+ oL 

3V6V 
= Cosol 

VA - Vc ) d(wt) 

(2.1) 

(2.2) n 
The·variation of E (~, with a for both converters is shown 

in figure 2.5. • ti)Semi-co-nve 

• \ 

30 Go 9ck 110 ISO 1'0 
\ . 

\ 

b)Full-conve 

c)Inversion 

Fig.2.5. Avarage output voltage Ea as a function of firing 

and semi converters. angle in three-phase fu~l 

In the case of full~converters the motor terminal vol-

tage can become negative for firing angles of greater than 
II 

90 • This is the inversion mode of operati?ll of the conver-

ter.If the polarity of the back e.m.f. is reversed by rev

ersing armature contactors or field cu~rent,power can be 

transfered from the motor to the ac supply. 

In actual practice it is not possible to utilize the 
o 0 

firing angle range from o· to 180 .Owing to the time 

required for commutation and turn off time of SCRs,the max
m n@rmissible value is of the order of l~O degr~@A_ 



CHAPTER THREE 

Microprocessor Bssed Speed-Control System for 8 

Separately Excited DC Drive 

In recent years significant progresshas been made in 

digital control systems. These systems have gained popula-
. . 

rity and importance in ~ll industrial applications due in 

part to the advances made in digital computer~ and more 

r.cently in microprocessors as well as the advantages found 
~-

~n working with digital systems. 

In this chapter the design of a ~icroprocess~r based 

speed control of a dc motor fed. by ~ three phase full-con-

verter is described.~he system is centered around a Z-80 

based microcomputer with sn external 6 bit counter,s PLL 

circuit,the synchronization circuit,an ADC and.the pulse 

amplifier.The software used manipulates the PI.control 

algorithm and keeps the desired speed constant irrespective 

of the disturbances. 

3.1. Description of the syste~ 

A separately excited dc motor with the ratings of 3/4 

HP 125 V , 6 A,and 1450 rpm is. being controlled by means 

of sthree-phase full-converter the output voltage of wh

ich is directly controlled by a microcomputer. The advantage 
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secured in the converter used is that the drive amplifier 

is digitally operated and the motor is the only analog. 

device used in the system.Therefore no standard digital to 

analog',' concersion is required in the forward path of the 

closed loop system. 

The actual speed of the motor is sensed by means of 

a 10 bit analog to digital converter(ADC).It is adjusted 

such that the.speed is sensed with an overall resolution 

of 1.2 rpm/bit. 

The clock frequency of the microcomputer used is 2.5 

MGHZ.The system has two eight bit input P5rts and two eight. 

bits output ports. The microcomputer does two main functions, 

. first it does all the~ecessary calculations and the desi

red control .alg'o~i thm ,second it outputs the desired comm

and signals to fire the ap~ropriate thyristors., ' 

The reference speed is stored in the microcomputer' 

memory.Provision is however made to increase or decdease 

this refe~e~ce speed by checking whether certain keys of 

the keyboard are pressed or not.The output voltage of the 

bridge is made a linear function of the calculated control 

word by use of an inverse cosine look up table. 

To protect the bridge against· overcurrents an inform

ation of the stat~s of the armature current is fed into 

the microcomputer,and in the occurance· of the overcurrent 

a kind of ON-OFF control is performed. 

In the design stage a minimization of the external 

hardware is aimed for and the software algorithm is devel

oped accordingly.The software makes it possible to ope!ate 
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the closed loop system at different K. and K ,just by 
~ p 

storing the desired values in th~ appropriate memory loc-

ations. 

The block diagram of the complete system is shown in 

figure 3.1. and in more detail in figure 3.2. 

Other 
I/O 

firing 
signals 

r--~'--_~ 

Z-80 llC 

2.5 MHz 

supply, 

3¢ bridge 

current limit 

10 bit, 
output speed 

generator 
I.-.....y----& 

-- ~--QJ 
tacho-
generator Load 

,- }" 

Figure 3.1. The block diagram of the overall set-up 

The circuit details and the functions of each block 

diagram'are explained. 

3.1.~Phase Information Circuit 

In order to determine the appropriate thyristors to 

be fired at each interval,the microcomputer should be inp

uttedwith the information on the status of the line vol-

tages.The circuit shown in figure 3.3. is used for this 

purpose.By means of three transformers connected in a sui

table l::. - Y configuration pro4ucing the required 30
0 

phii-

se shift on the phase voltages,snd three comparators,the 

TTL level signals SA ,SB ' and SG ~ndicsting the instanta

nous polarities of the line voltages are produced. 
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Figure 3.3. Phase Information circuit 

3.1,: 2. Zero Crossing Circuit 

The firing delay angle should be measu~ed from the 
- -

zero crossing' instant.s of tl;le line voltages,i.e. the zero 
. 

c~ossing instants of SA .TSB,and Se signals. 

The circuit shown in figure 3.4. produces a very nar

row pulse each time these signals reach the zero level.A 

monostable (74121) programmed to be sensitive to the fall

ing edges of the input signal outputes a pulse the durat

ion of which is ad~usted according to the software requir

ements as will be explained later.The output pulse of the 

monostable is used as one of the interrupt sources as well 

as an input to the micro90mputer. 

The waveforms of ~,~,~,and the zero-crossing inte

rrupt in relation to the line voltages are shown in figure 
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3.4. Figure 3.4~g. shows the waveforms at the Al input of~ 

the monostable ,the output of which 1s logically IIAnded" . 

wi th zero-count interrupt and is used as a base.'interru

pt to the microcomputer.It should be noted that the frequ-

ency .of ~~he zero-cross in!~r:r7Up~._i8_~~~xtiDle~.~.!i~e. supply 

frequency ensuring the six pulse operation of the three

phase full-converter. 

I 

i 

a. t I 

II 

b •. t 

- -
c. t 

! .: 

d. t I SA- I r 
~ 

t 

e. t I SB L 
~ t 

h I I r-f. 
SC 

~ t 

g. f I I I I I I· I I I I I I .. t 

h. ~ t 

F 'g 3 4 Output ·signals of phase information and 1. • • • 

zero-crossing circuits. 
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3.1.3. Down Counter 

On the occurance of a zero-crossing interrupt signal, 

a count value proportional to ~he delay angle calculated 

-in the previous cycle,is loaded into a counter and the co

unter is enabled and the counting down starte.An external 

six bit programmable down counter with a resolution of 0.94 

degree/bit is used fer this ~urpose.ln this way the micro

computer is freed from the counting duty and can perform 

the other i'unctions such 8S the realization of the desired 

control algorithm and etc. 

The delay angle is calculated in 8 bit word and is 

stored in the memory.The most two significa.nt two bits 

(D7 · and D6>" indicate whether· the firing delay angle is 

·between O~ - 60
e 

or 60 - /'120° or 120
0 

_180
0 

• The last six 

bi ts illdica.te the amount of the delay angle after a· zero 

crossing interrupt.Only these six bits are loaded to the 

counter and in the firi!lg subroutine by·· means of the. sto

red values of D7 and D6,the a~propriate thyristors corres

ponding to the required delay angle are fired. 

The maximum value of the firing delay angle is limited 
" 0 0 to·150 .Addi~ionally the counts around 60 and 120 are 

prohibited to prevent tp.e occurance of the zero crossing 

and count zero interrupts simu1ta~ously.These values Cire 

obtained experimently being four counts less than the max

imum values of the count values in each range • 
.. 

The physical r·ealization of the down counter is shown 

in figure i.5.The six bits of the output port one,shown in 



figure 3.2. represent the count value,the seventh bit is 

necessary to control the operation of the counter.During 

the loading of the counter with the count value this bit 

is pulled down to zero level-for a short while.This causes 

the enable input of the first stage down to zero level and 

hence starts the counting down process. When the zero 

count is reached,the ripple clock output of the second st

age counter goes high.A monostable produces a pulse to be 

used as the second source of interrupt to the microcomputer. 

The width of this interrupt signal 1s also adjusted accor

ding to the software requirements. 

- -, 
\ 

5V From 
PLL 

fLr 
74190 

Clk: 14 
74190 

Ripple '13 En. Load-
'------rr------...------J 

--

B 14 
'------~ 5 74121 

4 

sv 
10 

Q 

/ 
! --" 

-' 

9 

12 

6 
L...:.C 
-Q 

7476 
I 

J I 
k I 

CJ;:.R I 
! 

a- -' 

Count. zero '. 
int. ! 

Figure 3.5. External Aown counter circuit 
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In order to-synchronize the frequency of the clock 

input of the cnunter to the supply f~equency a phase-locked 

loop circuit is used. 

3.1.4. Phase~lecked--loop (PLL) Circuit 

The operation of the counter is synchronized to the 

supply frequency with the PLL circui t showll in figure 3"6..

The input to the phase detector number two of MC4046 is the 

300 Hz zero crossing signal.The ~omponents connected to pin 

number 13 constitute a low pass filter.The output of the 

voltage co~trolled oscillator (VCO) is at a ~requency of 

38.4 ~Hz. QA Qutput of the firstdivider(19.2,:KHz) is used 

as the cloc't signal of the down counter.and also in the 

production of the triggering pulses for the thyristors. r-. 

count zero 
~nt. 30K 

'lflf 14 11 I 

-:- ' . 

6 
13 

9 
7 4046 

120K 
12 

~ ,. 

3 4 

-:-- "74LSOO --' .. 
7493 7493 

-:-8 -:-16 
QA 

H' 
ex 

Figure 3.6. The PLL circuit 
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3.1.5. Firing circuit 

The firing circuit for one of the SORs is shown in 

figure 3.7. The isolation between the power circuit and the 

microcomputer is ensured by a pulse transformer. 15 V 

10 n 

Figure 3.7. Firing circuit 

r--

1'he firing pulses outputted from the microcomputer 

should be long enough to turn the thyristors on~'It is imp

erative that the firing program should be as short as pos

sible.If the firing pglses are produced by software within 

the firing subroutine,the execution time will be rather 

long since it will have to cover the duration of. the fir

ing pulses. This will tend to decrease the maximum permiss

ble count values at each range~fherefore a firing pul~e 

output each interval is not cleared until the end of the 

next interval.In order to lower the gate drive requirements 
" II the microcomputer output signals are Anded with a clock 

frequency Qf 19.2 KHz. 
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3.1.6. Current -Sensor Circuit 

The circuit shown in figure 3.8. i8 used to protect 

the bridge against overcurrents;A ~mall resistor of obout 

0.35 ohm placed in series with arm~ture of the motor pro

vides a volt2ge proportional to the armatur~ current. When 

the current level reaches a threshold value,adjustable by 

the potentiometer Rl ,the output of the circuit goes low. 

This signal .is used as an input to the microcomputer.lt·i~ 

checked in every interval,and if it is low the SCRs in that 

interval are not fired. 

The isolation between the power circuit and the micr

ocomputer is ensured by the opto-poupler used. 

I . o. 3sJi sw 

~ .. ' 

Posit"ive 
terminal 

of the bridge 68·n 
15 V 

4N28 

Figure 3.8. Current sensor circuit 

3.1.7. An~log to Digital Converter Circuit 

To CPU 

The dc output of the tachogenerator ~ounted on the 

shaft of the motor is converted to ~ dc signal between 0-10 

volt by means of a voltage divider and is converted into 

a ten hit ~igital form and inputed to the microcomputer by 
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-
means of the Datel ADC-856 analog to digital converter. 

The ADC-856 is s·lO bit trackirig type AID converter, 

capable" of supplying continously updated conversion data 

on full scale sinusoidal signaliup to 300 Hz without the 

need for a sample arid hold. When encoding a dc signal,the 

output of the tracking type AID converters alternate betw

een the two adjacent states. 

The maximum clock input frequency of the ADC-856 is 

I MHz.AIO MHz crystal oscillator is used and it is divided 

by twelve. 

11 .u 

Figure 3.9. Clock Generator 

+11 
{'-

ADc dock 
I~ 

By means of 10 LEns connected to the AID converter the 

speed of the motor is made visible. 
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3.2. Software 

In the development of the software the following poi

nts are taken into consideration: 

1) Precaution is taken to ensure that all the interr

upts receive servicing JlPpropriately. 

2·) The common proportional-integral control algeri thm 

is implemented and precaution is taken to operate ·~he sys

tem with different Ki and Kp values. 

3) An inverse look up table is consulted to linearize 

the bridge output. 

5) All the calculat~onB are done in sixteen bit sign-

magnitude. 

3.~.~PI Control Algorithm 

is: 

where 

The output of the "PI controll"er in analog By-stems 

u(t) !! xpe(t) + Xi fe(t)odt ( :5,1.) 

e(t) is the instantanous value of the error. 

The integral in the above equation cah be written as: 

X(t) = I:('i)od'Z + x(to) 

to 

( 3.2.) 

where to is the initial time ~md x( to) is the initial value 

of x(t) 9. 

To approx~mate the above integral in digital mode).., 

there are different ruleBone of which is the trapezoidal 

rule. 
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Error 

! T(K-l) Time 

Figure ,.10. Trapezoidal approximation 

Between the time intervals (K - l)T and KT,where T 

is the sampling period, the defini t:e integral in equation 

3.2. can be approximated by the area of the shown trapezoid, 

that is : 

(3 •. ,. ) 

Since the integral evaluated in the interval between' 

. KT ~nd (K + l)T is used in (K + l)T interval the equation ,. . 

3~2. in discrete model can be written as : 

X(K) = T[e(K) + e(K -1)]/2 + X(K - 1) (3.4.) 

and the controller output wtll be as : 

(3.5.) 

It is seen that the evaluation of the control word in 

each interval is straight forward and only the previous 

values of error and integral are needed.Also two mu~tipic

ation subroutines are required to multiply the calculat~d 

values of erro,r and integral by Kp and Ki respectively. 

Width of the Interrupt ~lses 

In the system there are two sources of interrupt, zero 

crossing and count zero interrupts. From the time an inter-
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rupt pulse is g-enerated to the time the cause of the inte-
r 

rrupt is tested a certain amount of~ time passes.The width 

of the interrupt pulses should be adjusted accordingly. 

However they should not be so wide as to ~cause the occur-

enc~ of both pulses simultanously.Due to these considerat

ions the width of these pulses are a~j~sted to fourty 

microseconds. 

3.2.3Lineariz~tion of Control 

is: 

The output voltage of the three-phase full converter 

v = . 0 

where VLL is the rms value of line to lin~_vbltage. 
.. . 

If the relation between the control word U,and firing 
r--

angle otis linear then the relation bet~een U and V 0 will 

not be linear.Generally a linear relation between th~: con

trol word and bridge output is highly desirable. 

If 0( is obtained according to 

~ = arcCos (KU) then the bridge output will be: 

Vo =1.35 VLL·Cos(arcCos KU) =1.35KU.VLL=Kc .U 

. (3.6) 

In the software the positive values of U are limited 

to +96dec and is calculatea from the equation 3.7. for 
b4 different values of U and multiplied by ~"the inverse 

of the counter resolution, and the inverse cosine look'up 

table is constructed. 

ct 
luI 

(3.7) = arc .Cos 
d~g. 96 
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The gain of the converter can be e~8ily obtained, 

lUI 
Vo = 1.35 Cos{arcCo8 -J.¥LL =1.35X100/96,cU 

96 
V 

Gain of c~nverter =Kc = iu, = 1.4 Volt/bit 

The experimentally obtained bridge output &8 a fun

tion of control word using the inverse look up table is 

shown in figure 3.11. 

r-. 

Bridge 
'outp~t(V 

125 

100 

75 

50 

25 

-100 -80 -60 -40 -'-20 

. ______ J 

, , , 
, , 

, , , , 

-'25 

-50 

-75 

-100 

80 100 
Control 
word 

(decimal) 

Figure 3,11. ,V~ri~tions of converter output ~s 

r & function of control word 

The whole range of the regeneration mode could not 'be 

tested due to the experimental difficulties.The dotted . 

lines show the theoretically expected values. 

It is seen from this figure that the control is smooth 
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and linear except for the values of control word correspo

nding to firing delay angles around-60° and l20r. This is 

an outcome of the limits set. 

3.2.4. The Flow-Chart 

Z-BO microprocessor can operate in three different 

interrupt modes.For our application the most suitable one 

is the interrupt mode 1.In t1:lis mode an interrupt causes 

a restart to location ~¢3BH ,In this way no additional ext 

ernal hardware is required to load the program counter with 

the interrupt v~ctor. 

The flow-chart of the program is shown in figure, 3.12. 

When an interrupt is sensed, the starting add~ess of the 

program is loaded into the program-cout:lter through the ins

truction ·in ~¢3BH 10cation.Since t'here can be two sources 

of interrupt,one due to_count zero and the other due ~o ~he 

zero-crossing interru~t,the first thing to be done ift to 

determine the cause of interrupt.For a zero-crossing .inter

rupt,the count value calculated in the pr~viQus cycle is 

loaded into the counter and it is enab~ed.Then the firing 

pulses sent out during the previous cycle are cleared. The 

internal interrupt flip-flop is enabled and the main prog

ram is entered.In the main program the control word is cal

culated,the inverse cosine look up table is consulted, and 

the corresponding count value,which determines the 

delay angle in the next cycle is determined. The two most 

significant bits are stored in order to be used in the 
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determination uf the range of the delay angle,i~~. O~- 60
0 

or 60° - 120
0 

or 120
0 

15
r
O Th " th t _ • e mlcroprocessor en goes .In 0 

HALT state. 

0038H 

MAIN 
PROGRAM 

yes 

STAT, 

FIRE 
. APPROPRIATE 

SCR,S 

REG,S 

Figure 3.12. Flow-Chart 

YES 

When the counter counts down to zero,a count zero int-

errupt is generat"ed which causes the program to brapch into 

the firing routine.Upon entering the firing routine,the reg

istersare saved and then the armature current status bit 
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is checked.In the case of occurence of overcurrent ~ return 

to the main program is made without firing any thyristor in 

that interv~l.Otherwise ~ fresh input of status of the line 

voltages is made. Using these information together with the 

stored range information the firing look-up t~ble shown in 

table one is consulted &nd the &ppropriate thyristors &re 

fired. 

After relo~ding the registers with their previous val

ues,the interrupt flip-flop is enabled.A return from inter

rupt instruction causes the program to go back either to 

the main program or HALT state. 

INPUT OUTPUT 
D7 D6 SA SB SC SCR6 SCR5.SCR4 SCR3 SCRi SCR1 RANGE 

0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 '1 0 0 0 0 1 

0 0 l' 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
0° - 60~ 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 

0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 

0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 

0 1 . 1 0 1 0 . 1 1 o . 0 0 

0 1 1 0 0 T 1 O' 0 0 0 

0 1 1 1 0 1 O· 0 0 0 1 60° - 12Uo 
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 

0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 

1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 O. 0 

1 0 1 0 0 o . 1 1 0 0 0 i 
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 120° - 1800 

1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 

1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 

OT'HER COI,lBINATIONS 0 0 0 0 0 0 

~able 1. 

Look-up Table For BCR Firing Pulses 



3EB~ LD AtB~ • , 
32¢7E¢ LD (FfJc,n), A 
21E8~1 LD HL,INTSRV 
22391~ LD (1~39H) ,HL 
DD36t1~4<J LD IX,.4(}~~H 
DD36<14(66 LD (IX+{)'4H) ,(66H ;:8'irin~ .Look-up 
DD36~818 LD (II+98H ),18H ;table 
DD36(6C~C LD (IX+~CHYJ'~C 

DD361~21 LD tIX+10H) ;21H 
DD3614t13 LD (IX+14H),~3 
DD36183~ LD (IX+18),3fb H 
DD36~5~C LD (IX~5H) ;~C 

DD36'93¢ LD tIX+99H);3~H 

DD36~D18 LD {IX+(tDH),18H 
DD3611(13 LD (IX+I1H) ,~3 
DD3615~6 LD (IX+15H) ,(16 
DD361921 LD (IX.+19H) ,21H 
J)j)36,~18 LD (IX~6 ),18H

O 

DD369A21 LD tIX~A ) ,21H 0 

°DD36(1;E3C6 LD (IX+~E), 3~H 

DD3612fb6 LD (IX+12H),~6 

Dl>36?-6(10 LD (IX+16H), \lu 

DD361A{l3 LD (IX+IA ) ,~3 
lJ.D36215F oLD (IX+33d),95d ;Inverse Cosine 

lJD36225.1" LD (IX+34 ),95 Look-up Table 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • e- • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
DlJ367E9F LJ) tIX+126),15 

l>j)367~C LD tIX+127),12 

DD218~4t1 LD IXt4~8{1H 

DD36¢¢¢8 LD (IX+¢" ),8 

DD36¢1¢1 LD (IX+ 1 ),1 

DD36t12¢1, ° LD (IX +2 ) ,I 

FB HLT: EI 

76 HALT 

C3E3¢1 JP HLT ° 

F5 INTSRV: PUSH AF 
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DBcjl IN A, «(jlB) 
IF RRA 
DA5D¢3 JP C,~IRE - • C.Z. Int. ? , 
IF RRA • No , 
D2cj4¢2 JP NO,~IN • Both Ints. ? , 
3.&89¢3 LD A,ALFA) ;Load Counter 
D3¢cj OUT (¢91) ,A 
E67F AND 7F 
D3cj¢ OUT (¢¢) ,A 
CBFF SET 7,A 
D3cj¢ OUT (91¢) ,A 
97 SUB A 
D3cjl OUT (¢l},A 
FB EI 
¢E¢¢ MAIN: LD C,¢¢ ;Input Motor Speed 
ED58 IN E,(C) 
DB¢l. IN A, (cjl) 
E6C¢ AND ccj 
cj7 RLCA 
r/J7 RLCA 
47 LD B,A 
7B LD A,-E 
E6¢3 AND' ¢, .-~ 

57 LD D,A 
7B LD A,E 
E6FC AND Fe 

B¢ OR B 

SF LD E,A 

37 SCF 

3F CCF 

2A7ErJ3 LD HL, (SETSPD) 

ED52 SBC HL,DE ; Calculate Error 

2282r/J3 LD (NEWERR),HL 

ED5B8cjcj3 LD DE, (OLDERR) 

CD2F¢3 CALL ADDTIN 

'16cj3 LD B,cj3 

CB7C BIT 7,H 
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CA75¢3 JP Z,POS ;Divide f3 by 8 
37 NEG: SCF 
CB1C RR H 
CB1D RR L 
ll1F9 . DJNZ NEG 

<. 

CD¢2¢3 DEVM: CALL MULTPl jMult. X(K) bY'~i 
ED5B8403 LD DE, (OLDITG) 
CD2F\13 CALL ADDTIN 
228603 LD (NEWITG) ,HL , 
2A8203 LD HL, (NEWERR) 
CD2903, CALL MULTP2 ;Mul t •. e(K) by Kp 
ED5B8603 LD DE, (NEWITG) 
CD2W3 CALL ADDTIN 
CB7C BIT 7,H • U positive ? , 
C29AcJ2 JP NZ,UNEG· 
7C LD A,H 
2640 ~ H,40H 
l121cJcJ LD DE,33 
FE6cJ CP 96 

. D295¢2 JP NC, UPLMT . 
6F LOOKUP: . LD L,A 

19 ADD ~,D.E 

7E LD A, (HL) 

47 DELAY: LD B,A 

E6cI1 AND ccJ 
cJ7 RLCA 

cJ7 RLCA 

3288¢3 LD (RANGE) ,A • store range inf. , 
78 LD A,B 

E63F AND 3F 

F68¢ OR 8¢H 

3289cJ3 LD (ALFA) ,A 

2A8203 LD ~, (NEWERR) 

2281103 LD (OLDERR) , HL 

2A86¢3 LD IlL, (NEWITG) 

2284¢3 LD (OLDITG) ,HL 

CD1E\l¢ CALL BRKEY • Shift+Break 1/ , 
CA51¢3 JP Z,MODIFY • , 
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CDC61P'2 CALL SPCHNG ;Shift+T Pressed? 
CA41¢3 JP Z,PCHNG 
CDE4¢2 CALL SNCHNG" ; Shi!t+G Presse'd? 
CC4AIP'3 . CALL Z,NCHNG 
F1 BACK: pop AF 
ED4D RETI ;End of Main Prog. 
3E61P' UPLMT: LD At 96 ;Limit U positive 
C361¢2 JP LOOKUP 
7C UNEG: LD A,B 
2F CPL 
30 INC A 
FE3F CP 3F 
D2C11P'2 JP NO,UNLMT 

47 REGN: LD B,A 
3E6¢ LD A,6IP'H 
8~ ADD A,B ;Find U negative 

47 LD B,A 
E6¢F· AND ~F 

CABCCP2 J:P Z~CO~ECT 

78 LD AtB 
FE8¢ RLMT: CP 

.. 
12e. ·2nd limits . range . , 

D264~~ 'JP NC,DELAY 
FE7B CP 123 

DA64¢2 JP C,DELAY 

3E7B LD A,123 

C364¢2 JP DELAY 

78 CORECT: LD A,B 

3C INC A 

C3ADIP'2 JP RLMT 

3E3F UNLMT: LD At 3F ;Max. Firing set15b 

C3A2¢2 JP REGN 

3EF8 SPCHNG: LD At F8 

321P'¢EIP' LD (E¢~~)',A 

¢rJ NOP 

3A¢lErJ LD A, (EIP'lP'l ) 

2F CPI~ 

E621 .AND 2lH 
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""" C2DS¢2 JP NZ,2NDP ;Shiit pressed ? 
C60l ADD A,l}l ;No 
C9 RET 
3EF2 2NDP: LD A,F2 ;T Pressed ? 
32¢0E¢ LD (E¢¢¢) ,A 
I}~ NOP 
3A1}1E¢ LD A, (E¢~l) 
E61}4 AND ¢4 
C9 RET 

3EFS SNCHNG: LD A,FS 
32¢¢E¢ LD (E¢¢¢) ,A 
¢¢ NOP 
3A¢lE¢ LD A, (E¢¢l) ,A 
2F CPL 
E621 AND 2lH 
C2F6¢2 JP NZ,2NDN ;Shi:tt ;pressed ? 

C6¢1 ADD A,¢l .No 
C9 RET 
3EF4 

' , 2NDN: LD A,F4 ;G Pressed ? 

32'¢¢E¢ ,LD . (E¢¢¢) ,A" 

¢0 NOP 
, 3A¢1E¢ LD A, (E\!¢l) 

E6¢4 AND 1}4 

C9 RET 

}ASAI} 3 MULTP1: LD A, (Ki Jf5) 

EB INITAL: E,X DE,lflj 

¢6¢S LD B,cis ;8 Bit Multiplier 

2l¢¢~¢ LD HL,¢¢¢ci ;In~t. V;illue Zero 

37 CONT: SCF 

3F CCF 

EDS! ADC HL,HL 

E21S¢3 ' JP PO,MLT ;!nter Mult. Routine 

FA3W3 LIMIT: JP M,PLMT ;Overflow then limit 

C339¢3 JP 
- NLMT 

17 MLT: RLA 

D226¢3 JP NC,SHIFT 
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37 SCF 
3F CCF 
ED5A ADC. HL,DE 
E226¢3 JP PO, SHIFT 
0312¢3 JP LIMIT 
1¢E3 SHIFT: DJNZ CONT 
C9 RET 
3A8B¢3 MULTP2: LD A, (Kpx1/16) ;Get Kp Value 
03¢5tP3 JP INITAL 

37 ADDTIN: SCF 
3F CCF 
ED5A ADC HL,DE 
E24¢¢3 JP PO,EXACT ;No Overflow Then 0 
FA3W3 JP M,PLMT 
21¢18¢ NLMT: LD HL,8¢tPIH :Neg. Limit Value 
C9 RET 
21FF7F PLMT: . LD HL,7FFF ;Pos. Limit Value 
C9 EXACT: RET 

. '21Ii¢¢1 PCHNG: . LD HL,tP1D¢. .• Change Setspeed , , 
227E¢3 LD (SETSPD) , HL 
C392¢2 JP BACK 

21B¢tP1 NCHNG: LD" HL,l)'lB¢ ;Change Setspeed 

227E¢3 LD (SETSPD),HL 

C9 RET 

214124 MODIFY: LD - HL,2441H ;Modify Monitor 

22391¢ .LD (1¢39), HL ;Program 

97 SUB A ;Clear Fire Pulses 

D3¢1 OUT (tPl) , A 

C3¢¢6¢ JP BRK 

CB3C POS: SRL H ;D.ivide- Pos._ f3 by 

CB1D . RR L ; 8 

l¢FA DJNZ POS 

C337tP2 JP DEVM 
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D9 FIRE: EXX 
DB¢I IN A, (cjI) , 
CB6F BIT 5,A 
CA7I¢3 JP Z,CRLMT 
E6,lC AND "IC 
2I88{13 LD HL,RANGE 
B6 OR (HL) 
6F LD L,A 
264¢ LD Ht 4¢H 
7E LD "A, (HL) 
D3cjl OUT (¢I) ,A 
D9 CRLMT: EXX 
FI POP AF 
ED4D RETI 

EHD 

SETSPD:DEFW ¢IO¢ 
OLDERR:DEFW ¢3FF 
NEWERR:DEFW cj¢¢¢ 

OLDITG:DEFW ¢cj¢(j 

NEWITG:DEFW ¢¢¢¢ 
RANGE :DEFB ¢I 
ALFA :DEFB Afj 
BRK :EQU 6¢¢¢li 
BRKEY :EQU (j(jIE 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

STABILITY ANALYSIS 

Figur~ 4.1., shows the discrete time model of the closed 

loop system,which is derived under the following assumptions: 

IJThe average armature voltage is maintained at a cons

'tant value for one samplin~ period.This can be mod~led as 

a zero order hold. 

2)The .three-phase converter is assumed to operate ae 

a linear power amplifier with no delay and with an overall 

gain of Kc=1.4 Volt/bit, 

3)Since the AID converter operates at a high f'requenoy 

,i'n the ,analysis T' will not be included.Kt is the overall 

gain of' tachog~n~rator and AID converter being 8.2 bits/rad 

4)Because of the time requirements for control algori

thm manipulation,the calculated value of control word at 

every period is made effective in the next cycle.This is 

modeled as a delay element. 

The analysis is done in Z-domain.Figure 4..2. shows 

the Z-domain equivalant of the closed lo6p·system. 
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I.O.H' 

,. _-__ ~___J .. J---'------~------OI 

Figure 4.1. Discrete ~ime Model of The System 

1(.' .(., 
+' 

----~~--------4Itt----=-----------I 

Where 

r-

~igure 4.2. Z-domain Model of-The System 

T = Sampling period = 3.3 mi~isecond 

T = 0.46 Sec. m 
Km= 0.93 ~d/V.s. 

B = Km< 1 - A ) = 0.007 rad/V.~~ 
"-

-TIT ' , 
A = e m = 0.992 

If the load torque disturbance is neglected the tran

sfer function can be easily calculated to be: 

.,. 
H\z) 1Hz -0') 

(4.1.) = 
&~z.) Gd(z) 
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where 
K.T K. 

T. ~ ... 

0.016 ---L = = ~ -2Kp Kp 

I-T. 
ct' - ~ 

, -
l+T. 

~ 

A 

K' = KKK Kt(l + T.) = 0.08 K ( l+T. ) 
P c m. .. ~ p~, 

=Overall Gain of the system 

Gd (z) = Z3 -(A+l)z2 +z(A+i) - if)( 

The open loop transfer function is : 

A ~-cI.. 

Gop = f ------------
Z(Z,.l)(Z-A) 

(4.2.) 

Figure 4,3. shows the root locus of the closed loop system'. 

" Figure 4.3. Root-locus of the system 

The error can be easily cliilculated as, : 

E(z) = 
Z(Z-l) (Z-A) 

Gd(z) 
x R(z) 

\ 

The steady state value of the error in response to an 

step reference input is obtained using the final value 
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theorem. 

Z-l 

· f 
Z(Z-l)(Z-A) 

final error = Lim 
Z Gd(z) 

Z~l 

=Zero 

The deviation of speed as a function 

dist1l.r bance "is also easily obtained to be 

B.Z(Z-l) 
N(z)" = ----- x VTL Gd(z) 

of a 

. • 

x 

load 

Z 

l Z-l 

torque 

The steady state values of this deviation due to an 

step load torque disturbance is: 

_Z_-_l_"." [ BZ (Z-l) 
S.S.deviation =Lim 
of speed Z Gd(z) 

Z---f>i 
r--

=Zero 

These calculated final values o~ error and speed devi

ation were expected, becliiy.se of the Integral con"trol algor

ithm used in the program. 

4.2. Experimentliil Results 

In figure 4":"4.. and 4.5. the response of the motor to 

ar8udden change in load tor~ue liind in reference speed for 

two Ki and Kp values liire shown.Depending on the desired 

dyftamic response, the values of Kp and Ki cliin be cliilculated 

liind the" system can be operated with these values. 
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o A 

·680 
. rpm 

680 
rpm 

-Response in sua-den change- in lO;ld _ 

_ Upper trQce:Lo;ld·curre~t 

_ ·Lo~er .t~ace :Output. speed. 

·.1 div::l· .k,~O rpm, iOQ ms-. 



o A 

680 
rpm 

680 
rpm 

I' 

Response ta ~ sudden ch~nge in lo~d 

Upper trace:Lo~d current, 

Lower trace:Output speed 

1 div.=l A=20 rpm = 100 ms. 

Fig.4.5. Response to a sudden change in reference 

speed 

Idiv=20 rpm =0.2 S.lo~d current=1.5 A 

K =3 p 

~ I 



, 

The obtained experimental results agre.e closely with 

the .i~ulation results.The deviations ~all be. thought ;as the 

approximations used in power amplifier,motor,aad tachogen-
\ 

erator transfer functions. 

----.- ---------~-- -----.---.~-~.-----------.---- -_._-. -----_._------ ---- ----------- - ---- - ---- .. _----_ .. 

r-
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CONCLUSION 

In this thesis.,. the design, implementation and experim

ental. results of a Z-80 ba~ed system for the firing of a 

three-phase full-converter,and one of its a··pplications i.e. 

PI control of a separately excited dc mqtor has been expl

ained .The approach used is all digital,simple and not 

requiring extensive hardware or any adjustment. 

Since-a PI control algorithm is used,the steady' state 

error as well as the deviation of the speed .due to the load 

disturbance are set to zero. /'-

It is possible to oontrol the motor using-any·type of 

control or design algorithm depending on the required dya

amic and steady state performances only by a very small 

change in the software. 

Four quadrant operation is a requirement which is me~ 

quite often in industry.With the system described this is· 

poss~ble only by reversing the field or armature connect

ions, but this is not a good solution_.A better method would 

be the use of a dual converter.~e system described can· be 

easily modified both in· hardware and software for this 

purpose. 

The resolution of thefirin~ angle of the bridge 

is 0.94 degrees which is suitable for many applications, 

If this resolution is not found satisfactory for a espec-

, -55-
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ial application;it can be reduced to 0.47 degrees by ~ 

modification in the sofware.~his will necessiate an extra 

output pin and the twice of the clock frequency of the 

counter.Both are available in the system. 

If a better Input-Output characteristics of the bridge 

is required without ;ilny back and front limits in all the 

firing angle ranges,it can be achieved at the cost of the ! 

increase complexity of the external hardware.(4) 

A soft start routine can also be inserted into the 

program for automatic starting purposes if required. 

All these explained possible modifications reveal the' 

flexibility pf microprocessor based control systems. 

1.'he use of microprocessor provides a very satisfactory 

solution in the applicatio~ discussed. The ~ask could also 
r-

~ave been performed by a hard-wired systemtb~t many of the. 

conveniences and the flexibility obtained w~th -the microp

rocessor based systems would have been lost,Although the 

use of microprocessor may not 1:>e economical,thevonvenien-

ces of operation of the system,the accuracy,reliability, 

and flexibility offered justify the cost. 
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